myFreeFit Disclaimer
Always consult a physician before starting any fitness or diet program. The content and
information provided by this site is not meant to replace any prior plans or relationships with
professionally suggested plans or regimes. All workout plans, nutrition plans, and progress reports are
absolutely 100% free and have absolutely no monetary intentions. Plans provided are only a collection
of information gathered and are nothing more. The workout plans and nutrition plans are not suitable
for everyone and should not be considered as so. The content of this site is not intended to substitute
any counseling you may need by a professional. Any concern with participating in programs, such as
those provided on myFreeFit.com, should be addressed and resolved solely by the user, and is the
user’s responsibility.

By accessing myFreeFit.com (myFreeFit.com refers to the website and all associated content
within and provided by), you certify that you have received prior consent from your health care
professional to participate in any such workout or nutrition plans as provided throughout
myFreeFit.com. That is, myFreeFit.com shall not be held responsible or liable for any injuries or
complications resulting from participating in a workout plan or nutrition regime. In doing so, you release
myFreeFit.com creator, Corey Stone, from any and all liabilities and claims arising from your
participation in any of myFreeFit.com’s static and provided content.

myFreeFit.com creator, Corey Stone, does not currently have a degree and is not currently
pursuing any degree related to nutrition science, sports physiology, or any fitness or nutrition related
degrees. Corey Stone has a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering and does not intend to allude or persuade
anyone to believing or thinking otherwise. No content or statements regarding any of the content have
been approved by the Food and Drug Administration or any other similar or well-known organization.

myFreeFit.com is a website containing and providing fitness and nutrition related content.
Neither the creator nor any subsidiaries of myFreeFit.com are, or claim to be professionals, degreeholders, or certified. No individual or group associated with myFreeFit.com, including the site creator
and any subsidiaries, is to be held liable or accountable for any negative or unwanted condition that
may arise before, during or after using any of the content provided on or by myFreeFit.com.
This privacy policy and all statements within are subject to change at any time and may not reflect or be
current with recent updates.

